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the star city cosmonauts have been practicing to train for their first space tourism mission since last july, when they launched to the international space station (iss) in a russian soyuz ms-10 spacecraft. the cosmonauts and nasa astronaut peggy whitson, who was already onboard the iss, performed a
farewell ceremony for kononenko on the soyuz’s hatch and then enjoyed a quick bite to eat before docking to the station. vtcalt, currently the only supplier of tesla’s as-yet untested in-car charger, is running a limited pre-order for a new version designed to offer the newest range of tesla cars. the new

version of the vtcalt charger will also be able to charge the next iteration of the tesla roadster, which the company intends to launch later this year. the new model will also be able to charge the next generation of tesla cars, which are currently being tested. on october 15th, after months of build-up, the long-
awaited chinese commercial space station-1 (cz-1) launched its inaugural cargo delivery to the station. the cz-1, an unmanned cargo craft with an aerodynamic design resembling a flying saucer, is the first space station capable of carrying large payloads that is being built by china. the cz-1, which carries up
to 10 tonnes of cargo, is scheduled to arrive at the iss in september 2019. china is aiming to complete its first manned space station by 2020. the cz-1 will serve as a test platform for unmanned cargo missions to the iss. in an effort to help make the conversion process smoother, spacex is adding the ability

to update the uhd. here’s a video showing how to do it. watch it at your own risk. if you do make it work, let us know.
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airtag is the world’s first truly augmented reality tag. airtags act like a dot on the surface of an item or accessory, letting the world see exactly where it is. the
unique serial number on each airtag pair can be used to locate that item later. press the button to read the serial number and pair the two tags. airtag

communicates with the find my app when it is attached to an apple device, allowing the person to find it using their find my app. but when the person finds the
airtag, the find my app will show the location of the airtag and tag’s serial number. the tag will also ping the find my app when someone tries to take the tag off
of the item it is attached to. the tag even sounds a chime to alert the person that it has been found. the find my app will also display the tags serial number on
your iphone or ipad when you pair the airtag to the find my app. for example, if you loose your keys, you can open the find my app, tap on the tags, and it will
automatically show the tags serial number and original location. the russian cosmonaut who has been training to become the first person in space without a

space suit is also the first russian cosmonaut to take part in a space tourist mission. in 2016, he launched to the international space station as a guest aboard
soyuz ms-10. the current training exercise aims to prepare him for his potential mission aboard a private spaceflight company’s commercial spacecraft. the star

of the exercise is the russian cosmonaut, oleg kononenko. on his first mission, kononenko spent 165 days in space, making him russia’s most experienced
spaceman. 5ec8ef588b
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